
 
 
 

How I discovered RCYC and Why I stayed…. 

I grew up in Burnham, sailing from the Burnham Sailing Club with my family. The RCYC was a 

clear presence and I enjoyed watching ECOD, Dragon and Squib sailing from my parents Squib 

and grandfathers yard boat as a Child. My grandfather had owned William King and Sons, a local 

yard on the site where Kings Wharf was later built and his firm built many of the one designs sailed 

locally. 

I raced Contessa 32's from the Crouch Yacht Club in my early 20's and around 1990 I combined 

this with racing with Dick Rycroft and Hugh Howard in their classic wooden Dragon 'Logie' from 

the RCYC. I enjoyed the fun and challenge of what was a competitive Dragon class as well as a 

strong social element. 

For the last 30 years I have been in and around the Club, initially with the Dragon's for fifteen or 

so years as a crew and 'guest helm' on Logie, Tsunami and two Amok's. 

I love Dragon's but couldn't afford to buy one so I moved on and shared a 707 for a few years 

before buying my squib in 2009. 

The Club has provided many friends and much fun, on and off the water and many hours 

(probably adding up to months!) have been spent in 'post match analysis' in the bar, on the 

balcony and in the dining room. 

My wife Nikki sails with me and my son Jamie has been an Otter for a couple of years, enjoying 

his Optimist, we have made many new friends in the Otters. 

We live in London but love to spend time in Burnham, with family and in and around the Club with 

many friends, excellent food and a lovely environment. 

Having recently been a flag officer, I have been impressed by the thought and hard work that goes 

into running the Club by volunteers and staff and I think that we share something very special in 

this Club.  

David Mellard (joined 1993) 

 


